Correlation of intron-exon organisation with the three-dimensional structure in glutamate dehydrogenase.
The positions of the intron-exon boundaries in the genes for glutamate dehydrogenase from Chlorella sorokiniana rat, and human have been located on the three-dimensional structure of the highly homologous enzyme from Clostridium symbiosum and analysed for their position in the protein structure. This analysis shows no correlation between the positions of these boundaries in the mammalian and Chlorella glutamate dehydrogenase genes and no correlation with units of function in the enzyme and suggests that the present day exons do not represent the protein modules of an ancestral glutamate dehydrogenase. There appears to be no clear preference for the residues at the splice junctions to be either buried or exposed to solvent. However, the frequency with which the introns appear in the loops linking elements of secondary structure, rather than in either the alpha-helical or beta-sheet segments, is higher than predicted on the basis of the proportion of residues in the loops. This is consistent with but not proof of a role for exon modification/exchange in protein evolution since changes at these positions are less likely to disturb the structure and hence maintain function.